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Nepal’s

official foreign policy guidelines
are based on “amity with all, enmity with
none,” which the current government of K.
P. Oli has emphasized. In practice also
Nepalese governments, including the
current one, have pursued such policies of
working closely with partners in the
neighborhood and extra-regional partners
including world powers as well as
international organizations. Therefore,
there is broad consensus among
stakeholders in Nepal in giving strong
priority to Nepal-US relations, which is
reflected
in
subsequent
Nepalese
governments’ policy and behavior, showing
intention to largely align Nepal with US’s
South Asia strategy -- mainly on economic
development agenda, as Nepal sees US an
opportunity for Nepal. There are, however,
some increasingly disruptive forces
internally and externally, but only to a
certain limit. Because there are counterforces that neutralize them – 300,000
people of Nepali heritage in the US ( State
department’s figure) and the State’s
emphasis on people-to-people ties as well
as Nepal’s strong civil society that carries a
largely friendly outlook towards the United
States.
As a result, despite some traditional
divergences – especially on the Tibet matter
– Nepal’s and US’s interests mostly
converge. Nepal has expectations from the
US -- according to the State department,
Nepal “has sought a bilateral consultation
mechanism with the United States” that
includes cooperation in security and defense,
humanitarian assistance and disaster
response, trade and technical assistance and
infrastructure investment.” For instance,
Nepal signed to cooperate with the
Millennium Challenge Cooperation (MCC)
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coordination and implementation under
those mechanisms.
The following paragraphs will discuss NepalUS policy convergences and divergences –
Tibet, Indo-Pacific, development assistance
and US’s India priority as well as digital
connectivity policies.
Nepal’s Tibet Policy and US Congress’s
Tibet Support Act – 2019/20:
The Act that has recharged US’s Tibet policy
by prioritizing international coalition
building to let Tibetans decide to choose
their next spiritual leader. The Act requires
the State department to “urge the
Government of Nepal to honor the
Gentleman’s Agreement with the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
and to provide legal documentation to longstaying Tibetan residents in Nepal who fled
a credible threat of persecution in Tibet in
order to allow them to more fully
participate in the economy and society of

Nepal.” As a result, Nepal has faced
challenge to manage both Chinese and US
pressure, in fact, Nepal’s recent act of
arresting Tibetan refugees or denying them
free passage to India drew strong criticism
from the US. US lawmakers privately
threatened Nepal of damaging the ties if
Nepal signed extradition treaty with China
(The letter is attached at the end of the
report which was available in the Nepali
media later). Nepal was forced not to sign
one and will not be able to do so in the near
future as the US has sent strong signals.
Nepal cannot go to the extent of damaging
its ties with the US. However, Nepal denies
being part of that US led international
coalition on Tibetan’s rights as part of its
longstanding “one-China policy.”
US National Security Strategy and National
Defense Strategy’s Indo-Pacific policy:
US strategy documents have openly put
priority on Nepal in the context of
advancing its Indo-Pacific strategy in Asia,
including South Asia. Nepal Army would
welcome such overture as the Army as an
institution has perennially lacked resources
and has always sought generosity of its
traditional external partner US for
resources, equipment, training and
technical and other assistance. As a result,
the US Defense Department and Nepal
Army have had close relations and it is
continuing further. On the government’s
part, since the UN Peacekeeping operation
is the biggest external source of income for
the Army, and also has been so for Police
department, Nepal government carefully
tries to balance the ties with powerful
countries and international organizations.
But regarding the political skepticism about
US’s trying to bring Nepal into the fold of US
military alliance or close strategic

partnership, Nepal’s foreign minister
Gyawali has stated that Nepal “shuns any
kind of military alliance.” Nepal’s priority of
multilateralism also causes complications
with the US’s unilateral approach on several
policy areas. The minister also stated at
Raisina Dialogue in New Delhi that Nepal
cannot afford being part of the geopolitical
rivalry, indirectly referring to the pressure
Nepal has been feeling due to US (and
India)-China
rivalry.
India’s
active
participation in US’s Indo-Pacific strategy
has further added to Nepal’s difficulty to
balance its external relations, nevertheless,
to a large extent Nepal is giving in to India’s
regional leadership. Nepal is seeking more
assistance from the US in the area of
disaster response and the US is doing so
under its Indo-Pacific policy deepening its
cooperation with Nepal – recent example is
the arrival of two fixed-wing sky trucks from
the US military which will be the first
medical flight aircraft in Nepal, and there
are more such cooperation in the pipelines.
Similarly, Nepal army has also got M-16
rifles from the US. There has been
multilateral military exercises with many
Asian countries participating in Nepal as
part of the Indo-pacific policy of the US.
“Prosperous Nepal” and Development
Assistance and Economic Growth:
This is the area of cooperation where
Nepal’s economic diplomacy converges
strongly with the US. While the USAID has
stepped up its engagement in Nepal under
the Indo-Pacific policy and several substrategies, Nepal wants the United States to
do more in the development sector. Nepal’s
PM Oli’s main election rhetoric was
“Prosperous Nepal.” Nepal’s foreign
minister Pradeep Gyawali in his visit to
Washington strongly emphasized that

“robust economic development is Nepal’s
highest priority” and that Nepal is seeking
resources, investment, technology and
other
assistance
with
international
partners. To be noted, in his visit to
Washington, minister Gyawali was offered a
“central role” in the US’s Indo-Pacific policy
in the region by Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo. And Nepali diaspora leaders and
diplomats have actively engaged in the US
in meeting with business leaders,
international organizations, community
leaders to attract and promote FDI to
Nepal. Nepal had done lot of promotion
work in the US to promote its last
investment summit and had encouraging
response. As the South Asia head of the
World Bank Hartwig Schafer had put – “we
are all here to place our bets on Nepal. The
odds are very good.”
Nepal is and will be under US influence is
the fact that the international organizations
such as World Bank groups and others are
critical partners of Nepal, which Nepal badly
needs. In singing the Covid-19 rapid
response program with the World Bank on
April 07, 2020, through which the Bank
provided $29 million for Nepal, Nepal’s
finance secretary stated that “further
support is being anticipated from the World
Bank to cope with the emerging pandemic
situation.” USAID is also funding several
millions for Nepal’s Covid-19 response and
preparation. Similarly, the infrastructure
investment by the MCC, and NGOs that
promote human rights such as Republican
Party’s or Democrat’s NDI and many more
NGOs have actively funded in Nepal’s NGO
sector. NGOs are rich and powerful
“industry” in Nepal and the civil society
(mostly empowered by foreign funding) in
the country enjoys big influence in policy
making of the country and act as

constraints for leaders. Aside of the human
rights, NGOs are actively working on good
governance, corruption control and
environmental issues, all areas that
converge with the United States’ priorities.
Therefore, Nepal’s relations with the United
States operate at different levels, while
there are some disagreements at one level,
there are expectations to deepen ties at
several other levels.
US priority of India as Net Security
Provider – Nepal’s Response
Nepal welcomed US putting South Asian
countries into its radar once again,
however,
the
increasing
US-India
partnership caused some barriers to
deepen ties between the two. Nepal
complained for long time about US seeing
Nepal through Indian eyes. But as the US
advanced its interest in more calibrated
way to individual South Asian nations, the
turn converged with Nepal’s interest which
wanted active US role in the region. Nepal
expected to benefit in terms of
development, trade, technology and
investment. However, again such approach
hit roadblock – Nepal’s MCC debacle has
been a good example. Although there is
broad consensus on accepting and ratifying
US MCC grant of $500 million, which the
last Nepal government had already signed,
but some provisions caused controversy
and some leaders capitalized on such
provisions for their political gain – one of
the provisions was the fact that Nepal
needed India’s prior consent on crossborder electricity lines. Actually, Nepal does
not really resist Indian domination as seen
on the surface politically, but cooperate in
many Indian agendas as both Nepal
governments and bureaucrats have the
realization that total resistance would not

be possible. Therefore, Nepal has been
cooperating in US-India partnership that
confers India as a regional power or the
“net security provider.” One example is
Nepal participating in India’s Indian ocean
policy initiatives. As the US-India
partnership further deepens, Nepal will be
increasingly led by India in many regional
agendas despite the fact that some issues
might come into Nepal’s nationalistic policy.
Nepal has also deepened its ties with China,
but that will not change much on Nepal
being led by India in South Asia. Regarding
the MCC or other US assistance, one way or
the other Nepal will cooperate.
DCCP – US’s Digital Connectivity and
Cybersecurity Strategy – Nepal’s Digital
Nepal policy
The Digital Connectivity and Cybersecurity
Partnerships (DCCP) is a comprehensive
strategy of the US government, a whole-ofgovernment approach that covers the areas
from digital economy to cybersecurity to
data governance. DCCP is deploying
economic and technical assistance to
improve partner countries’ regulatory
policies and cybersecurity. According to
officials, through DCCP, US wants to enable
economically sustainable and secure private
sector network investments, promote
regulatory reforms, and enhance cyber
security capacity, including the adoption of
cyber security best practices in an effort to
provide an alternative approach to internet
and information and communications
technology (ICT) development. The USAID
has taken the lead in Nepal on the
cybersecurity and Nepal for its part has also
formulated its Digital Nepal policy thus
converging in cooperating in the areas of
DCCP discussed above. Several Nepalese
government’s IT officials and experts from

private sectors have become engaged with
the USAID and State department under the
DCCP strategy. Although Nepal’s telecom
sector is fully dominated by China’s Huawei
and ZTE, and China’s Xi Jinping has come
out in the world to lead the digital sector,
there are good possibilities for US giant like
Qualcomm and others to find their space in
the market.
Finally, Nepal has no option but to go along
with US-India priority of developing
connectivity in South Asia to strengthen
India’s leadership in South Asia and Indian
Ocean. The BBIN corridor (Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India and Nepal) decided to move
forward without Bhutan shows the
upcoming developments. And as India is
taking the lead in Covid-19 regional
response, Nepal has fully cooperated with
Modi’s initiative, setting the stage for
further cooperation –which is what the US
wants. The US wants to see that India’s
neighbors cooperate with India and that
India takes the lead. However, due to the
recent turns such as Nepal-India border
row, and upcoming US-China “cold war,”
Nepal government is increasingly visible in
the Chinese camp. Therefore, the US will
have to take diplomatic lead as a balancer
in the region if it wants its policies to
succeed by convincing smaller countries in
the region of South Asia. Put it simply, US
has to begin to act as a balancer in India’s
neighborhood before it is too late.
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